
go green, boomer!
rigósárga
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challenges goal
Gen Z is not the primary target
group for e-mobility

E-mobility is not a trending topic
among gen Z as they are not
personally involved

„Not my problem”

Get Gen Z youngsters that are not
personally involved in social issues
to become advocators of e-
mobility among their peers and 
family

how to make e-mobility a trending topic with the help of gen Z
involving E.ON
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Target group

• not heard, not
taken seriously

• how their peers
perceive them

• not being able to
make a change

• active on social
media

• lives in a modern 
family

• open to new
technology

• a better world
• to live more 

sustainably than
their parents

• eco-anxiety
• fear of missing out

feels wants

fearsdoes

12% worries about pollution
19% thinks recycling is important*
hence they seem to care less

PROBLEM: 
gen Z & alpha did not create this
mess, and can not change it on
their own, but they will have to
live with it

*source: TGI Hungary, 2018-19, Global Footprint Network
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Place your screenshot 
here
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OK boomer, it’s time to talk!
#gogreenboomer challenge

With the use of GoGreenBoomer app made by E.ON, users
can create their own selfies with a special and fun „anti-aging” 
filter, so they can see how their grandkids would look like.

However there’s a twist: as soon as they save the image on
the app, the selfie takes on a foggy, apocalyptic background
symbolising the future without electric vehicles.

Users can share their selfies on the app via main social
platforms.
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Place your screenshot 
here
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Phase 1: Everyone hops on the
buzztrain
Inviting selected influencers to start the challenge that
would make mass crowd engage to download the
application, and creating huge amount of „young” 
selfies of themselves
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Phase 2: Our next challenge: 
involve your parents!
1. the challenge: Users would get a notification that they
were challenged by their peers: ask their parents to
download the app and join in the selfie game:

„We can’t change the future without you”

2. happy end: When the youngsters’ parents complete the
challenge, their „destroyed” selfies’ background would
change to a beautiful blue sky, as their parents contributed
to raising awareness for a better future.

3: explanation: Users would get a new notification, that
clarifies why they earned their new, „greener” young selfie
– it would be a short educational article about the need and 
importance of sustainability and environmental awareness.
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1.Strong digital campaign with the application in focus:

- We could use the user generated content for a wide spreaded online campaign.
- Push regular content updates to the GoGreenBoomer app, that educates both young and
elderly about the need of eco-awareness with the help of e-mobility.

2. DOOH solution, with a special NFC enabled digital citylight, that has a foggy/misty
animated background. If you’d get nearby, and you have completed the challenge, the fog 
would rise, and the world (and of course E.ON) would congratulate you.

AR enabled citylights near E.ON charging stations – you’d be able to scan a special QR 
code, and after using it, you’d have a realtime air quality index displayed on screen.
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Phase 3: Paid media campaign



Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Influencers activity Buzz 
creation

Application Buzz creation Involving 
parents Selfies getting greener Bringing e-mobility content to the 

app

Paid PR articles Raising awareness, 
explaining

Earned media Buzz creation, selfie sharing

Digital campaign Focusing on e-
mobility

DOOH campaign Digital citylights
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Campaign timing


